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Dear Readers,

We are back with another exciting issue; we hope you’ve enjoyed reading our last issue. We once again put
an effort to amaze our beloved readers as we feature all the major enticing happening from around Pakistan,
Dubai & Canada. Some of our features include one of the Pakistan’s prestigious clothing brand Sana Safinaz
launching their largest store in Lahore, leading high street label ‘Beechtree’ opening doors to its new retail
store in Karachi, another exalted clothing brand Adnan Pardesy inaugurating New Studio Space at Karachi,
Pakistan’s premiere home couture brand ‘YOCA’ creating buzz with their innovative steps appraising fashion
by complemented their new furniture collection ‘Bambini’ with fascinating line of children wears. On other
hand, Maybeline an international beauty brand marks its century of being in the fashion & beauty scene with
continuous celebrations across the world commemorating “The Power of Expression” through decades, & of
course we bring a bling of the celebrations from Pakistan to you. On style pages, catch the exclusive sneak peak
of the biggest South Asian fashion event “PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week 2015” with lots of acclaimed designers
participating, presenting marvelous trends for South Asian Weddings and parties.
Last but not least, as the Holy Month of Ramadan started, we did you a favor by giving you the healthy advices
to go through your fasts effectively during Ramadan. Explore inside pages for more fun-filled stories!

Ramadan Mubarak!
Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete

Quebec Budget 2015: Government Expected To Balance Books

Over 1,200 Evacuated After Volcano Alert
JAKARTA: More than 1,200 Indonesian villagers were evacuated
on Monday from their homes close to a rumbling volcano on
Sumatra island, an official said. Authorities raised the alert status
of Mount Sinabung a highly
active volcano at the start
of this month after detecting
a sharp increase in activity.
The volcano erupted at the
weekend,
sending
trails
of hot ash tumbling down
the mountain. No injuries
were
reported.
Monday’s
evacuations take to almost
4,000 the number of villagers ordered from their homes this month.
“Two villages with 1,274 people were evacuated today to safer
locations around 10 kilometres away,” local military commander
Asep Sukarna said, adding the settlements were south of the
volcano. “We plan to evacuate five to six more villages in the
coming days, that’s around 2,500 residents”. Sinabung rumbled
back to life in 2013 after a period of inactivity, since when around
10,000 people have had to evacuate their homes. While some were
able to return once volcanic activity died down, others have been
forced to remain in shelters. A massive eruption in February 2014
killed at least 16 people and sent thousands more fleeing for safety.
Sinabung is one of 129 active volcanoes in Indonesia, which sits on
the Pacific Ring of Fire, a belt of seismic activity running around the
basin of the Pacific Ocean.

Yemen Rebels Arrive For Geneva Peace Talks
After 24-Hour Delay
GENEVA: A Yemeni rebel delegation finally arrived in Geneva
Tuesday for the second day of United Nations-backed peace talks
after being stranded in Djibouti and accused Saudi Arabia of trying
to torpedo the negotiations. The
absence of the Iran-backed
rebels at the start of the highstakes talks that were launched
on Monday by UN chief Ban
Ki-moon had raised concerns.
A UN-chartered plane carrying
the rebels had left the Yemen
capital Sanaa on Sunday
afternoon but was forced to wait in Djibouti for nearly 24 hours.
The rebels the target of air strikes since March 26 by a Saudiled Arab coalition accused Egypt and Sudan of not allowing their
plane to fly over their airspace. “It was Saudi Arabia which asked
its allies” to do so with the aim of “torpedoing the negotiations”,
Adel Shujah, a member of the rebel team told AFP after arriving in
Geneva. He said they were able to travel on to Switzerland after
the United States and Oman intervened. Mohamed Abdel Salam,
the spokesman for the Ansarullah rebel group, put up a post on
Facebook thanking Oman for using “its good offices” to resolve
the problem. Oman is the only Gulf monarchy that has not joined
the Saudi-led coalition fighting the rebels. Oman maintains good
relations with both Iran and Saudi Arabia.

Peter Mackay To Table Tough New Penalties For
Deadly Drunk Drivers
Federal Justice Minister Peter MacKay plans to introduce legislation Tuesday
morning aimed at creating tougher penalties for drunk drivers who kill people,
CBC News has learned. Sources say MacKay will table the legislation in the
House of Commons while three mothers who lost
their children to impaired drivers look on from the
gallery. Those three women are behind a Families
for Justice Petition that has gathered more than
90,000 signatures. The petition calls for a fiveyear minimum mandatory sentence for anyone
convicted of impaired driving causing death. Asked
Monday about the legislation on CBC’s Power and
Politics, MacKay would not give details. He said the
proposed law is intended to “send the message that
those who are causing this carnage on the highways, who take that risk, will
face severe penalities.” MacKay said drunk driving remains the number one
criminal cause of death in Canada. With the session set to end next week,
the new legislation will not pass before Parliament rises for the summer. But
MacKay called it “placeholder” legislation for future governments to consider
after the next federal election, expected to be called this fall. Sheri Arsenault of
Beaumont, Alta., will be in the House of Commons Tuesday when the legislation
is tabled. She lost her 18-year-old son, Bradley, in a horrific crash in November
2011. Two of his friends were also killed in the collision.
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Lions, Tigers On The Loose In Georgia
After Floods
BILISI: Lions, tigers and even a hippopotamus
escaped from a zoo in the Georgian capital Tbilisi
on Sunday, adding
to chaos caused
by severe flooding
that killed at least
12 people. Georgia
was a part of the
former Soviet Union
till 1991.
Police and soldiers
were hunting down the animals, recapturing some
and shooting others dead, while rescuers airlifted
scores of people trapped by the floods. Prime Minister
Irakli Garibashvili warned Tbilisi residents to stay
indoors while the zoo animals were still on the loose.
He described the damage to the city’s infrastructure
as “substantial” after the River Vere burst its banks
following hours of torrential rain.
“Our latest estimate is that the death toll is 12,”
Tbilisi Mayor David Narmania told journalists. Interior
Ministry spokeswoman Nino Giorgobiani said that 24
people were still missing by Sunday evening.

In-Sync
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Liberal ‘Open Government’ Plan Would Allow
Advocacy Work By Charities

Refugee Health Care Case Not Likely To
Be Decided Until After Election

The Liberal party will present part of its vision for what a future Liberal The question of whether the federal government is
government would look like today highlighting transparency and accountability. obliged to pay all health care costs for anyone who seeks
Leader Justin Trudeau will present what the Liberals are calling a plan for asylum in Canada is unlikely to be answered before this
a “fair and open government” at the Canadian Museum of History later this
morning.
• 4 main party leaders will attend
Maclean’s leaders election debate Aug. 6
• Peter MacKay to table tough new
penalties for deadly drunk drivers
• New bills are Conservatives’ ‘framework’
for election, Van Loan says
•
Syncmag magazine has learned part of
that plan will reform the way the Canadian
Revenue Agency deals directly with
Canadians. But the most politically charged move would be to place a clear
definition around what constitutes political work for Canadians charities.In
recent years, the Conservative government has cracked down on what it calls
“excessive political advocacy” by some charities. Some 60 charities have been
audited since 2012 for their so-called political work, including Environmental
Defence and Dying with Dignity. Some have lost their charitable status.
Opponents have slammed the government for trying to stifle criticism of
Conservative policies. The Liberals would not end the audits per se, but would
instead end what the party calls the “political harassment” of charities. Trudeau
will promise new rules for charities while still maintaining they can “develop
and advocate for public policy in Canada.” The details on what those rules will
be will come at a later date.

fall’s federal election. The Conservative government is
currently appealing a Federal Court ruling that found
the changes they had made to the health care system
for refugee claimants were unconstitutional. Lawyers for
refugee claimants say that case is not scheduled to be
heard until after the Oct. 19 vote, though in the meantime
the government has been forced to reinstate some of the
benefits in order to comply with the court ruling. But doctors
and refugee advocates taking part in a cross-Canada
protest Monday say the current system still doesn’t meet
the requirements laid out by the Federal Court last year.
The changes weren’t reversed for all refugee claimants,
only children and pregnant women, they argue. Even
they struggle with a system that’s so confusing, not even
providers are certain what is and isn’t covered. “The zeal
Rush Makes The Cover Of Rolling Stone
in which this government is attacking refugees is not
Nearly four decades after forming in Toronto, Rush has made the cover of only shameful, but it is illogical,” said Dr. Doug Gruner, a
Rolling Stone. The progressive rock trio, comprising frontman Geddy Lee, spokesperson for Canadian Doctors for Refugee Care.
drummer Neil Peart and guitarist
Tu Chahiye: Salman Khan Picks
Alex Lifeson, can be seen
mugging for photographer Peggy
Atif Aslam For Bajrangi Bhaijaan Ballad
Sirota’s lens on the July 2 cover of
If he had once taken a backseat in Bollywood, we can no
the music magazine. The feature,
longer say that that’s true. Atif Aslam is set to lend his vocals
written by Brian Hiatt and titled
to a love song titled ‘Tu Chahiye’ in Salman Khan’s next,
“Twilight of the Geek Gods,” hits
Bajrangi Bhaijaan at the behest of
newsstands on Friday.
the actor himself! Atif Aslam has
Recognition delayed
sung for films like Akshay Kumar’s
Rush broke onto the scene in
It’s Entertainment, Shahid Kapoor’s
1974 with its self-titled debut album and won legions of loyal fans with a unique
Phata Poster Nikla Hero, Saifand evolving sound, which sometimes included sci-fi synthesizer anthems and
and Deepika-starrer Race 2 and
dramatic guitar solos. Some of the group’s most-loved hits include 1975’s Fly
most recently Varun Dhawan’s
by Night, Closer to the Heart (1977) and Red Barchetta (1981).
Badlapur,
but
this
is
the
first time that he’ll be singing for
With sales of more than 40 million albums worldwide, Rush has 14 platinum
records under its belt and 24 gold records. But the band has had trouble finding a Salman Khan film. Bajrangi Bhaijaan co-producer Amar
play on mainstream radio and industry recognition, despite record sales and Butala confirmed the news: “The song ‘Tu Chahiye’ shot
adoring fans (Rush played to over 60,000 fans in Sao Paolo in 2002). The on Salman and Kareena is a beautiful love song shot
band was finally inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2013, nine by Ahmed Khan extensively in old Delhi capturing the
years after it was recognized by the Canadian Music Hall of Fame. Rush’s last romance of the old city. When Salman heard the scratch of
album, 2012’s Clockwork Angels, debuted and peaked at No. 2 in the U.S. on the song, he suggested we record with Atif Aslam. This will
be the first time Atif will sing for Salman, and the song in
the Billboard 200 chart.
Atif’s voice sounds incredible,”
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Sync Feature

Universal Tips For A Healthy Ramadan
With the holy month of Ramadan just a few weeks away, you and your family are sure to be
planning for a warm welcome to this lovely, blessed season of happiness. A sentiment that will
be reflected across the homes of Muslims all around the world. It is a time when beautiful tents
decorate houses, malls and many popular places in the city each displaying a sumptuous spread of
dates, nuts, sweets and traditional Ramadan food in a variety of shapes and hues.
And amidst the enveloping atmosphere of love, warmth and generosity surrounding the Iftar tables
illuminated by colorful Ramadan lamps, there will still remain an element of uniqueness depending
on the specific habits and details that differ from countries to houses. Maybe you have something
special planned for Ramadan this year as well?
As a season defined by habits and traditions, we encourage you to participate in those that will
ensure you get good nutrition and stay healthy all through this blessed month. You can try to avoid
practices that might bring on fatigue, thirst and lethargy during the fast.

So to help you follow all the right habits, we’ve prepared a list of simple tips to keep
you and your family healthy and happy all through the Holy Month of Ramadan:
1. Drink 8 glasses of water daily from Iftar to Suhour to prevent dehydration and constipation
2. Sleep for 6-8 hours a day to get sufficient mental and physical rest. Less sleep means you will feel tired during the
day which in turns leads to less productivity and activity
3.Have a balanced varied Iftar which incorporates dates, soup, salad, a main dish, fruits and a small piece of
Ramadan sweet
4. Walk or participate in some kind of physical activity
5. Have Suhour to fill your body with energy and help regulate your blood sugar

And unhealthy habits to avoid:

1. Try not to drink excess fluids at night for fear of thirst during the day. This will lead to abdominal distress
2. Don’t eat a wide variety of food at night or Suhour especially foods high in fat, thinking that they will prevent
hunger pangs during the day
3. Avoid eating large amounts of food at Iftar which will lead to extreme fullness
4. Try and avoid having a large quantity of starters and sweets which will lead to weight gain

Tip: Hydrate your body during Ramadan!

Fluids are very important for the health and vitality of your body during the fasting period and it is important to
drink plenty of water, in addition to other refreshing drinks.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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The eighth PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week officially
commenced on April 19, marking the sixth consistent
year of the prêt a porter platform. Day-1 marked the
first day of the prét-a-porter shows featuring Fahad
Hussayn, the Bank Alfalah Rising Talent Show, Misha
Lakhani, Zonia Anwaar, Natasha Kamal and Nickie
Nina. PSFW15’s evening Luxury/Prêt Shows was
opened by designer Fahad Hussayn who showcased
a collection titled ‘Democrats Midsummer 2015’ & the
finale was presented by Nickie Nina who showcased
their Luxury/Prêt collection titled ‘Chambeli’

Black Carpet Day 1
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Red Carpet Day 2
The Pakistan Fashion Design Council in
collaboration with Sunsilk presented the
second day of the eighth PFDC Sunsilk
Fashion Week on April 20. Day-2 marked
the first day of the afternoon High-Street
fashion shows featuring Generation, Shirin
Hassan, Rayya Gilani and BeechTree and
designer prét-a-porter shows by Muse,
Saira*Shakira, Nida Azwer Atelier, Teena
by Hina Butt and Zara Shahjahan later in
the evening.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Zara Shahjahan

Rayya Gilani

Nida Azwer
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Black Carpet Day 3
Day-3 featured a whole dedicated day of
evening Voile shows with Gul Ahmed as an
opening designer presenting their collection
‘A Flourishing Journey of Prints’, Shubinak
showcasing ‘Pakistan United,’ Warda Prints
with their Voile collection ‘Chromatic Ecstasy’
, Alkaram Studio revealing their ‘Savoir Vivre’
collection, Harmony showcased its ‘Summer
Rhythm’ collection and House of Ittehad
presented the finale of day 3 displaying a
collection titled ‘The Sumer Rouge’ which had
been designed by leading couturier HSY.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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Red Carpet Day 4
PSFW15 endeavored to define and
present trends for 2015, focusing
specifically on fashion for the regions’
long hot summer months. Day-4 featured
High-Street Fashion shows by the House
of Arsalan Iqbal, Erum Khan, Chinyere
and Hassan Riaz and designer prêt-àporter shows by Sana Safinaz, Republic
by Omar Farooq, Syeda Amera, Huma
& Amir Adnan, Sania Maskatiya and
HSY.
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How to Groom Yourself
Grooming is actually caring of one’s cleanness, appearance and clothing. Self-grooming is an essential
thing these days. Girls must be acquainted with how to groom themselves. The problem that girls
encounter is that we find it very tough to go to salons and get treatments and that is why girls must
know how to groom themselves using homemade methods. Following tips can be of help to you.

• Inside Beauty

Inner beauty is the most important thing and one should care
about it. Girls often think that external beauty is what they
need but beauty is actually “the best possible version of your
own self from inside and out”. You can take care of yourself
from inside by eating healthy and natural food which God has
gifted us like fruits and vegetable in raw form.

• Daily Bath

One must take shower daily to look fresh and clean also
cleanliness is half of faith.

• Use Less Fragrant Deodorants

Use deodorants or perfumes but prefer less fragrance sprays,
as high fragrance perfumes may be annoying for others.
Though some people like high fragrances but still those
people should also go for light perfumes to be on safe side.

• Face Care

The first thing that one notices in others is the face, so our
face must be spick and span. Use a good quality face wash
regularly. Your face wash must be according to your skin type.
For cleaning of eyes, take a clean wet cloth and rub it on your
eyes thoroughly. If you have black heads on your nose then
use a black head remover twice a week. Regularly use lip
balm to keep your lips soft.

• Make up

Cosmetics are not good for skin so try to avoid make up as

much as possible. While going college or school just use lip
gloss. If you need to have make up for some function or party
then use make up of your skin color so you could look natural.

• Hair Care

Shampoo your hair just twice a week and don’t apply high
chemical ingredients. If you want to use something for hair
then go for homemade masks. You can find many such masks
on our website too.

• Foot and Hand Care

For hands and feet do manicure and pedicure on weekends.
For doing so, take two warm water tubs, stir in a few drops of
shampoo and keep your hands and foot in it for 10 minutes.

• Wardrobe

Now days we all think that beauty lies in following the trend
but this is not true. Wear what looks good on you rather than
what is in trend and no one knows better than you, that what
looks good on you. Your wardrobe must not contain dozens
of clothes or designer wears. You should be selective and
should choose what suits your personality.

• Conclusion

Self grooming is about polishing yourself with what you
have. Don’t let yourself down if you complexion is dark or
you are short. Just be yourself and take care of what God
has conferred you with because beauty can’t shine with fake
items.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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GENERATION
introduces another
statement collection
for the summer
A new addition to the Flo line at
Generation, “Clementine” takes
inspiration from phulkari, a
popular embroidery technique
native to the Hazara region.
The brand has incorporated
multi
colouredembosssed
embroidery patterns with
monochromatic prints on luxe
viscose fabrics accented with
lace. The trendy casual wear
features clean loose cut lines
in a vibrant colour palette of
citrus orange with water melon
pinks paired with neutral tones
of black & whites.
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Dj Rohan SD | DJ Shadow Dubai | DJ G2
Venue: Velvet Underground Dubai
Photography By: Sanish Cherian PhotoGraphy
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Rock It Out at ‘Saptak’ Album
Launch Party in Vancouver
Canadian Indo-Pak band naQsh
certainly know how to entertain
a crowd, which was evident at the
launch party of their debut album
‘Saptak’. The event, named ISHQ,
was hosted by A-Town at The Fox
Cabaret, Vancouver, Canada on 11th
June’15. The party, with ‘love’ as its
main theme, definitely had romance
in the air with the band performing
their original singles along with
covers of several well-known classic
Bollywood numbers.
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Dairy of The Month

Sana Safinaz Launch Their Largest Store In
Pakistan With Their New Lahore Flagship Outlet
Leading retail growth and fashion expansion in Pakistan, dynamic fashion brand Sana Safinaz
announced their biggest retail venture yet: a brand new flagship space in Lahore’s premium DHA Z
Block area, that is their largest stand-alone retail space yet. The new store houses their coveted prêt
and luxury prêt lines, unstitched fabric and accessories range. The new outlet is located at 330 Z,
Phase 3, DHA, Lahore and is the coveted fashion label’s 14th store nationwide.
The launch event was well attended and featured members of the fashion fraternity, esteemed
members of the press and renowned media personalities who came out in great numbers to show
their support. Safinaz Muneer, Sadaf Jalil Muneer, Maha Ahmed Hussain and Mohsin Ali were
representing team Sana Safinaz at the event. The event also featured a live unplugged musical
performance by long term brand patron and celebrated musician Zoe Viccaji and was attended by
numerous media personalities including entrepreneur Naz Mansha, designers Ali Xeeshan, Yahsir
Waheed, Asifa, Khadijah Shah, Maheen Kardar Ali, Maheen Ghani Taseer and Rema Qureshi and
models Kanwal Ilyas, Natasha Hussain, Amna Babar, Maham and Fatima Ejaz
Speaking about the brand’s expansion in Pakistan and its specific outreach in Lahore, Creative
Design Head Safinaz Muneer of Sana Safinaz said: “We are delighted to launch our largest outlet
to date in Pakistan in Lahore, the heart of the Punjab, where our brand has always been met with
much appreciation. This new store is in fact a result of popular demand for more brand accessibility
in the burgeoning Defence area of Lahore and ensures that our fashion is now available to a wider
diversity of people, thereby enabling us as a major retail force, to create and reach out to a wider
demographic.”
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Leading High Street Label Beechtree Opens Doors To Its New
Retail Store At Dolmen Mall Clifton Karachi
Following the success of their recent S/S 2015 Collection showcase at the prestigious PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week 2015,
leading high street brand BeechTree inaugurated its brand new store at Dolmen Mall, Clifton, Designer Avenue, 2nd
floor. The new store is home to the brand’s entire product range including pret, luxury pret, BeechTree’s 2015 PFDC
Collection “Porcelain Dreams” alongside the brand’s debut Limited Edition unstitched lawn SS 2015 collection. On
trend accessories, bags and footwear are also part of the product line up.
The new store was launched via an on ground media event that was attended by notable socialites, media personalities
and esteemed members of the press. At the launch, the brand also presented its Spring/Summer 2015 collection via an
exclusive fashion presentation with hair and makeup by the creative team of ‘N-pro by Nabila’.

Adnan Pardesy Inaugurates New Studio
Space At ACM Tower Clifton Karachi
Acclaimed couturier Adnan Pardesy opened doors
to the brand’s new Studio Space at ACM Tower G
21/22 Khaliq-uz-Zaman Road Block 8, Clifton Scheme
5 Karachi.
The new studio was inaugurated via an exclusive press meet that was attended by
notable members of the fashion fraternity and esteemed members of the press.
Speaking about the launch of his new standalone studio, designer Adnan Pardesy
said, “We are super excited to be moving into a new space. Based on the valuable
feedback of our clientele, we choose this new location in order to make our work
more accessible to our patrons. The new Adnan Pardesy studio will have it all;
Bridals, Couture and Semi Formals but by appointments only. The new studio space
is just the first step in expansion of our label we foresee in the coming few years. ”
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Dairy of The Month
YOCA launches

‘Bambini’

Pakistan’s premier home couture brand, YOCA,launches
Bambini a selection of one of a kind furniture pieces
complemented by a limited edition line of childrenswear. The
children’s collection will be available from July 1st 2015, at
the YOCA showroom in Karachi as well as multi-label stores
L’Atelier Lahore/Islamabad and Fashion Pakistan Lounge in
Lahore, and online at YOCA’s store at www.yocabambini.
com.
Speaking about the launch of the Bambini line, CEO YOCA,
Sarah Najmi-Bilgrami said: “We are delighted to venture into
this new avenue with Bambini wherebywe look to provide a
complete fashion and interior experienceto parents; bringing
our distinct design aesthetic from our furniture into fashion.
Further, with YOCA’s Home Accessories, we endeavour to
extend our interior signature into homes to cater to a broader
diversity of clients.”

Maybelline New York’s Centennial
Celebrations
Maybelline New York continues their 100 year celebrations of taking trends
from the catwalk to the sidewalk in Pakistan with an intimate birthday event
commemorating “The Power of Expression” through the decades on the 15th
May 2015. This event follows the global trend setting brands’ presence as the
official Makeup Partner at Fashion Pakistan Week in March/April of this year.

At the event and complementing what was earlier defined at Fashion Pakistan
Week, the creative team of ‘N-pro by Nabila’ will be honoring Maybelline New
York’s 10 decades of global beauty excellence by conceptualizing 10 unique looks
drawing inspiration from specific eras, visualizing how beauty has evolved over
the past 100 years.
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L’Oréal Paris Excellence Crème and Nomi
Ansari celebrate the Ambassador of
Fashion Campaign: Gemstone Collection
L’Oréal Paris, the world’s leading beauty brand, celebrated the first of its kind ‘Ambassador of Fashion’
platform through a brunch hosted by L’Oréal Paris Excellence Crème and acclaimed couturier Nomi Ansari
at Café Verde in Karachi on 10th May 2015. The ‘Ambassador of Fashion’ is a brand new beauty and
fashion collaboration in Pakistan with coveted hair colour brand Excellence Crème as its flag-bearer.
Indeed, as the Ambassador of Fashion, L’Oréal Paris Excellence Crème saw its first collaboration earlier
this year with master couturier Nomi Ansari. The Gemstones Collection campaign team also included Saba
Ansari of Sabs Salon, model Amna Babar and photographer Nadir Firoz Khan of NFK Photography.
The intimate brunch celebrating the successful collaboration was well-attended by fashion industry stalwarts,
celebrities and media personalities alike and included a fashion showcase with models wearing Nomi
Ansari’s bespoke designs for the campaign. The presentation revealed L’Oréal Pakistan Spokesperson
Mehreen Syed and models Sadaf Kanwal, Fia Khan, Areeba Habib, Amna Babar, Ekra Fayyaz and Abeer
Adeel. Among those in attendance at the event were: Managing Director L’Oréal Pakistan Musharaf Hai,
Marketing Director L’Oréal Pakistan Junaid Murtaza, General Manager – CPD at L’Oréal Pakistan Moazzam
Ali Khan, Group Product Manager – CPD Hair Color at L’Oréal Pakistan Adeela Liaquat Ali Khan, Junior
Product Manager L’Oréal Paris Hair Color Shahzain Hafeez; fashion designers Deepak Perwani, Mohsin
Ali and Wardha Saleem; jewellery designer Sheherzad Rahimtoola; Media personalities Adnan Siddiqui,
Sonya Khan, Ali Kazmi, Nadia Hussain, Anoushey Ashraf, Mira Ansari and Shaneria Akram to name a
selection; make-up artist and stylist Saba Ansari; photographers Nadir Firoz Khan and Tapu Javeri. The
event was managed by The Pixies, with photography by Dragonfly and public relations by Lotus.
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3Bahadur To Lahore With The Launch Of The Second
Track From Its Ost: “Raunaqein” By Shiraz Uppal
Waadi Animations proudly brought #3Bahadur to Lahore with a press
conference revealing their core partners and synergies and launch of
the second track of the official “#3Bahadur” OST “Raunaqein” as
produced and sung by Shiraz Uppal. This follows the launch of the
official ‘3 Bahadur’ [#3Bahadur] Smartphone Video Game and title
track. Pakistan’s first animated full-length super hero film, #3Bahadur
is set to release on 22nd May 2015 across Pakistan.
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Reel Review

3Bahadur
Director: Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy
Music: Sheraz Upal

Pakistan’s First Animated Feature Film Is A Brave And
Sincere Effort And Lays A Foundation
For Children’s Cinema

3 Bahadur (3 Brave) is the first animated feature film of Pakistan and this
exclusiveness has given it a special recognition and made it one of the most
talked about films of this year. The good thing is that the film proved itself worthy
of it and successfully laid the foundation of children’s cinema in Pakistan.
3 Bahadur is set in a fictional town, Roshan Basti (Town of light), which is
controlled by Manguwho acquired evil powers from a mysterious figure Baba
Balaam. The things turn different when three 11 year old kids, Amna, Kamil
and Saadi, are given special/super powers to fight the evil byUncle Deenu,
the whereabouts of whom remains unclear, after witnessing their bravery and
goodness. The kids fight Mangu to free their town of the evil he harbors. The
strongest department of the film is its story which is a combination of reality,
fantasy, special/super powers, moral lessons and relatable characters. The film
combines some of the realities of our society with the elements of fantasy in a
good way and makes it an adventurous journey. Besides, the film sets a good
example of using Urdu in a beautiful and appropriate way, an important element
missing in other films, with few learning opportunities for the young viewers.
The conversations between the three lead characters of the film, Kamil, Amna
and Saadi, are not only entertaining but also seems to be written carefully for
the kids and deserve a huge applause. Another impressive part of the film is its
music and background score which is epic and amazing with exception of being
little loud at few spots. But, over-all, the background score is of high standards
and fits well with the sequences and story of the film. Sheraz Uppal, the music
director of the film, never fails to impress with his powerful voice and music
composition skills. Both songs of the film are pleasant add-on in the film.

One more worth mentioning thing about the film is its promotion which is
done smartly, putting another feather in the cap of Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy
and her team. The film partnered with some of the leading brands of Pakistan
and created special merchandise ranging from biscuits to clothes for the
children. A smartphone game app is also made for the film, which is another
first in Pakistan’s film industry. The well-executed promotion of the film made 3
Bahadur a hit before its release among children.
There will be a slight disappointment for the people who are expecting to see an
animated film of Hollywood level. The animation is of not very high quality (at
least not of the level of Madagascaror Rio), but, still, it does not disappoint at all
considering the limited resources which would be at the disposal of the creative/
technical teams working under limited budget. Lastly, a pleasant surprise is kept
at the end of the film and it hints about the sequel. This reminds of the similar
trick used by some of the top franchises of Hollywood linking storyline between
their films. Moreover, it also opens the door for 3 Bahadur to become the first
franchise of animated films in Pakistan. Bravo!
Verdict:
Overall, 3 Bahadur is a brave, intelligent and sincere effort by Waadi Animations,
ARY Films and Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy and it will, hopefully, set a trend of
making animated films and especially films for the kids in Pakistan. Being first
animated feature film for kids, it deserves all the credit and praise ignoring its
shortfalls. 3 Bahadur is a gift for the kids and it is expected from the parents to
take them to the cinemas and enjoy it with them.
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Legendary Ron Clarke Is No More

Sync Sports
Canada To Face Switzerland In Round
Of 16 At Women’s World Cup

SYDNEY: Australian athletics on Wednesday mourned the loss of
champion distance runner Ron Clarke at the age of 78. Largely selfcoached, Clarke never won an Olympic gold medal despite officially
breaking 17 world records and at one point
holding records for every distance from two
miles to 20 kilometres. “Today is a very sad
day for athletics in Australia, with news of
the passing of legendary runner Ron Clarke
after a battle with illness,” Athletics Australia
president David Grace said. Clarke, who died
after an unspecified illness, competed at the
1964 Olympics where he won a bronze medal
in the 10,000m, and came ninth in both the
5,000m and marathon. At the peak of his career the following year, he
set 12 world records, nine of them in the space of 21 days, and was a
favourite to win Olympic gold. Yet he could not repeat his performances
at the 1968 Games in Mexico at high altitude. He finished sixth in the
gruelling 10,000m almost unconscious from lack of oxygen, collapsing
on the line and suffering heart damage. Clarke recovered sufficiently to
compete in the 5,000m a few days later, but came fifth. After his athletics
career, Clarke went on to become a successful businessman, author and
the mayor of the Gold Coast, and was one of the original inductees into
the Sport Australia Hall Of Fame in 1985.

TORONTO: Canada will have to get past
Switzerland in the round of 16 at the Women’s
World Cup, in the process
ending a 10-game winless
streak against European
opposition at the soccer
showcase. The Canadians
came into the tournament
having lost all nine previous
World Cup meetings with
teams from Europe. On
the plus side it tied the Netherlands 1-1 in its final
round-robin game in Montreal, conceding the tying
goal in the 87th minute. Canada, which finished
atop Group A, will face the Swiss, third in Group
C, on Sunday at B.C. Place Stadium. The winner
will meet No. 6 England or No. 11 Norway in the
quarter-finals.The Swiss (1-2-0) are ranked 19th in
the world, compared to No. 8 for Canada (1-0-2).
The Canadian women have played Switzerland
four times, with three victories and one draw.
Their last meeting was a 2-0 Canada win at the
2013 Cyprus Cup.It’s Switzerland’s first trip to the
World Cup. Coach Martina Voss-Teckleburg’s team
finished third in Group C.

Aguero Header Downs Uruguay,
Gets Argentina On-Track

Asian Football General Secretary
Quits After ‘Cover Up’ Claims

LA SERENA: Sergio Aguero got Argentina’s Copa America campaign back
on track Tuesday, scoring the only goal as the tournament favourites battled
to a 1-0 victory over historic rivals Uruguay. Aguero bagged his second goal
of the tournament with a typically brave
diving header in the 56th minute after
a niggly battle between the 1930 World
Cup finalists in their 199th meeting. The
result leaves Argentina firmly on course
to win Group B, with only one game
against tournament minnows Jamaica,
beaten 1-0 by Paraguay in Tuesday’s
early game, remaining. Uruguay’s defeat means the 2011 champions must
now beat the Paraguayans in their final match to be certain of clinching a
place in the last eight, although they could still reach the knockout rounds as
one of the best third placed teams. Argentina captain Lionel Messi, who had
expressed his fury after the Albiceleste surrendered a 2-0 lead in Saturday’s
2-2 draw with Paraguay, praised his team-mates for keeping their cool in an
often spiteful encounter. “It was a tough match from their side. They didn’t
want to play that much,”
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KUALA LUMPUR: Asian Football Conference general
secretary Alex Soosay has resigned, the regional
body announced Wednesday,
amid
allegations
he
was
involved in a cover up during
the reign of scandaltainted
former boss Mohamed bin
Hammam. “Alex Soosay has
tendered his resignation as
AFC General Secretary with
immediate effect,” the Kuala Lumpur-based AFC
said in a statement. Soosay, a former coach and
Malaysian international midfielder, was suspended
last month pending a probe into allegations he
tried to obstruct a 2012 audit of AFC accounts.
The investigation was triggered by the emergence
in April of a videotaped interview in which an AFC
official said Soosay asked him to “tamper (with) or
hide” documents during the audit. The AFC said
Wednesday that Windsor John, its deputy general
secretary, would take over Soosay’s duties until a
permanent replacement was appointed.
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